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Combined obliquity and precession pacing of late
Pleistocene deglaciations
Peter Huybers1

Milankovitch1 proposed that Earth resides in an interglacial state
when its spin axis both tilts to a high obliquity and precesses to
align the Northern Hemisphere summer with Earth’s nearest
approach to the Sun. This general concept has been elaborated into
hypotheses that precession2, obliquity3,4 or combinations of both5–8

could pace deglaciations during the late Pleistocene9,10. Earlier tests
have shown that obliquity paces the late Pleistocene glacial
cycles4,11 but have been inconclusive with regard to precession,
whose shorter period of about 20,000 years makes phasing more
sensitive to timing errors4,11,12. No quantitative test has provided
firm evidence for a dual effect. Here I show that both obliquity and
precession pace late Pleistocene glacial cycles. Deficiencies in time
control that have long stymied efforts to establish orbital effects on
deglaciation are overcome using a new statistical test that focuses
on maxima in orbital forcing. The results are fully consistent with
Milankovitch’s proposal but also admit the possibility that long
Southern Hemisphere summers contribute to deglaciation.

During the late Pleistocene—roughly over the past million years—
Northern Hemisphere continental ice has alternately covered much of
northern North America and Fennoscandia and then retreated to
today’s relatively ice-free conditions at intervals of approximately
100,000 years (100 kyr). The cause of these massive shifts in climate
remains unclear not for lack of models, of which there are now over
thirty2–10,13,14, but for want of means to choose among them. Previous
statistical tests have demonstrated that obliquity paces the ,100-kyr
glacial cycles4,11, helping narrow the list of viable mechanisms, but have
been inconclusive with respect to precession (that is, P . 0.05) because
of small sample sizes and uncertain timing4,11,12.

Whether precession influences the ,100-kyr glacial–interglacial
cycles is not obvious. Precession alters diurnal average insolation
intensity by as much as 30 W m22 on a given day of the year, suggest-
ing a powerful forcing, and its signature clearly appears in proxy
records of temperature and ice volume at ,20-kyr periods2.
However, its insolation anomalies are exactly counterbalanced across
the seasons so that annual insolation at any latitude is independent of
precession15. Furthermore, proxies of early-Pleistocene glaciation
show strong obliquity and little precession variability, indicating that
precession had negligible influence during this next-most-recent
epoch of glaciation16, though see ref. 17 for another view.

Here, I test whether anomalously large combinations of precession
and obliquity forcing combine to determine when deglaciations
occurred during the late Pleistocene. The test involves three steps. The
first is to estimate the timing of terminations, for which I use a composite
d18O record whose chronology is derived by linearly interpolating age
with depth between the last deglaciation and radiometrically dated geo-
magnetic reversals11. Timescale uncertainty over the past million years is
estimated by running a stochastic sediment accumulation rate model11

that also accounts for uncertainties in the alignment of features between
d18O stratigraphies, decompaction of sediment, transport times of d18O
within the ocean, and geomagnetic reversal ages. The age of the
Matuyama–Brunhes geomagnetic reversal was earlier assumed to be
known to within 62 kyr (one standard deviation, 1 s.d.)11, but to

account for uncertainty in the 40K decay constant18,19, it is now
represented as occurring at 780 6 8 kyr (1 s.d.). Terminations are
identified by local maxima in the time rate-of-change of the d18O
record that exceed a value of 0.095% per kyr, giving the usual ter-
mination features20 except that termination 3 contains two parts that
are labelled 3a and 3b (Fig. 1a). (Thresholds ranging between 0.07%
and 0.17% per kyr would give different numbers of terminations but
give similarly significant results.) The average uncertainty in the age of
the 12 identified termination features is 8 kyr (1 s.d.), with older ages
generally being more uncertain.

The second step is to define an insolation forcing function, of which
there are many varieties1,2,16. For present purposes only the relative
shape of the forcing function is needed, and a generic and broadly
representative formulation5 can be adopted:

F t~a1=2et sin vt{wð Þz 1{að Þ1=2et ð1Þ
Here e represents eccentricity, v is the angle from vernal equinox to
perihelion, e is obliquity, subscript ‘t’ indicates time, and w and a are
adjustable parameters that respectively control the phase of precession
and the relative contributions from precession and obliquity. Both
etsin(vt – w) and et are normalized to zero-mean and unit variance such
that F t also has unit variance. Milankovitch1, along with many sub-
sequent authors5–7,9,10,16, called upon anomalies in incoming solar radi-
ation during the Northern Hemisphere summer to determine whether
the Northern Hemisphere is glaciated. Increased insolation intensity
during Northern Hemisphere summer results from greater obliquity
and a phase of precession that brings Earth closer to the Sun during that
season, and can be represented by setting w 5 0u and a 5 0.5. The
resulting structure ofF t (Fig. 1b) shares more than 99% of its variance
in common with both Milankovitch’s caloric summer half-year insola-
tion1 at 65uN and summer energy16 at 65uN when using a threshold of
350 W m22, providing a suitable representation of the hypothesis that
Northern Hemisphere summer insolation controls glaciation.

In the third and final step, forcing maxima inF t that correspond most
closely in time with each termination are compared against forcing
maxima not associated with terminations (Fig. 1b). In particular, the
median value of the non-termination maxima is subtracted from the
median value of the termination maxima, yielding dm 5 0.89. Unlike the
Rayleigh’s R statistic (relied upon for previous tests of orbital influence
upon deglaciation4,11,12,21), timing errors do not affect dm unless they
cause the wrong forcing cycles to be identified. Median values are also
less sensitive to timing errors because outliers generally have no effect.

The significance of dm is assessed within the context of a null
hypothesis H0, that termination timing is independent of F t, and an
alternative hypothesis H1, that terminations tend to occur when the
maxima inF t are anomalously large. For purposes of comparison with
earlier work4, a modified random walk representing ice-volume vari-
ability is adopted for the null hypothesis:

ut~ut{1zgt and if ut§ht then terminate ð2Þ
Ice volume vt accumulates by a random increment gt during each 1-kyr
time step, until a threshold ht is passed, and the termination of all ice is
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prescribed to occur over the ensuing 10 kyr. Defining ht 5 90 units,
randomly initializing ice volume between 0 and 90 units, and
drawing gt from a normal distribution with unit mean and two units
of standard deviation gives glacial cycles with a period of 100 6 20 kyr,
consistent with observations4. Terminations are identified from
realizations of vt in the same manner as for the d18O record, except
that vt is first smoothed using an eleven-point running average, and
rates of ice volume change must be less than 25 units per kyr. Given
these random realizations of termination times, a value of dm is com-
puted from F t, and the process repeated 105 times to build up a
distribution for H0 (Fig. 1c). This null-distribution of dm is shifted
towards positive values because of a tendency for large-amplitude
forcing cycles to have a longer period, making H0 harder to reject than
if the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test22 had instead been used.

H1 is similarly derived from equation (2), but after modifying
the threshold condition to be sensitive to insolation forcing,
ht~110{25F t, and prescribing gt to have unit variance, which again
yields glacial cycles of 100 6 20 kyr. Under H1, terminations tend to
trigger when both ice volume and F t are large. Termination times
calculated according to H1 are then perturbed using realizations from
the stochastic sediment accumulation model consistent with the errors
estimated for the depth-derived ages (see Fig. 1a).

The statistical power of the test is measured as the probability of
rejecting H0 at the P 5 0.05 significance level if H1 is correct. In the
absence of timing errors, the statistical power would be 0.95, but even
when timing errors are accounted for, it is still 0.67. Although the power
of the test depends upon the form and parameters chosen for the null
and alternative models, these results indicate that, unlike for previous
tests4,11,12, the combined influence of obliquity and precession will be
identifiable, if present. Indeed, the observed value of dm 5 0.89 is highly
significant as judged against H0 (P 5 0.002) and is near the maximum
likelihood value of H1 (Fig. 1c), even after accounting for errors in timing.
Therefore, it is possible to reject the null hypothesis of no orbital influ-
ence with a high degree of confidence, and the results are consistent with
precession and obliquity together exerting control upon deglaciation.

To explore the sensitivity of these results to different formulations of
the orbital forcing, I repeated the test forF t computed using all phases
of precession and all mixtures of obliquity and precession (Fig. 2). Such
combinations reproduce the variability expressed by other measures of
insolation forcing, including the caloric summer half-year1, summer

energy16 (as long as thresholds are not set near peak intensity), and
insolation at any particular latitude and on any particular day of the
year23. The resulting contour of significance levels shows highly sig-
nificant results (P , 0.01) in the vicinity of perihelion aligning with the
Northern Hemisphere summer solstice and equal contributions from
obliquity and precession, though significant results (P , 0.05) are also
found for perihelion occurring a month earlier or several months later
and forcing mixtures having a between 0.3 and 0.9. This shows that
any formulation of F t in general agreement with Milankovitch’s
hypothesis would also give a positive result.

To specifically inquire into the ability to reject the null hypothesis of
obliquity-only pacing of the glacial cycles, I adopt a null hypothesis
wherein the threshold in equation (2) varies according to
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Figure 1 | Test of the Milankovitch hypothesis. a, Anomalies in d18O on a
depth-derived timescale11. Terminations are identified when rates of change
exceed 0.95% per kyr and are pinpointed at their maximum rate of change (red
dots, with 2 s.d. time-uncertainty indicated by the horizontal bars). b, Orbital
forcing containing equal amounts of obliquity and climatic precession
variability and the contribution of climatic precession peaking during the
Northern Hemisphere summer solstice. The forcing maximum nearest each

termination is indicated (red dots), and the median across all such maxima (red
dashed line) is 0.89 normalized units greater than the median of the maxima
not associated with terminations (black dots and dashed line). c, The difference
in the medians (vertical grey bar) is highly significant (P 5 0.002) as judged
against the null hypothesis (H0, black with the 5% rejection region filled). The
difference in medians is also consistent with the alternative hypothesis (H1, red
lines), whether timing errors are ignored (dashed) or accounted for (solid).
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Figure 2 | Sensitivity of the test to choice of orbital forcing. Most orbital
forcing curves can be represented as a linear mixture of obliquity and climatic
precession (x axis, giving the fraction of precession variance), where climatic
precession can take on any phase (y axis, where 0u indicates greatest forcing
during the Northern Hemisphere summer solstice). The test’s P-value is
contoured after applying it to each forcing function. Values less than 0.05 are
significant, and the results are consistent with Milankovitch’s hypothesis.
Forcing functions with a negative obliquity contribution (not shown) are never
significant. A two-dimensional smoother was applied to the logarithm of the
P-values to make the plot easier to interpret while preserving small values.
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ht~105{15et, a formulation consistent with ref. 4 wherein obliquity
paces the timing of deglaciation. This formulation shifts the null dis-
tribution towards higher values but nonetheless shows dm 5 0.89 to be
significant (P 5 0.02), a result that also holds when any other com-
bination of mean and amplitude is specified for the threshold.
Likewise, adoption of a precession-only null hypothesis invariably
leads to dm 5 0.89 being significant (P , 0.01), regardless of specifica-
tions for the mean and amplitude of the threshold and the phase of
precession. (The obliquity-only null is harder to reject than the pre-
cession-only null because it leads to selection of forcing maxima inF t

that tend to have the positive phases of both obliquity and precession
aligned.) These results show that glacial hypotheses calling singly on
precession2 or obliquity3,4, or not accounting for either13,14, should be
rejected in favour of combined obliquity and precession pacing of late
Pleistocene glacial cycles1,5–8,10.

I also repeated the test after updating the depth-derived age model
using a compilation of available radiometric constraints upon the age
of the last four terminations24. The most significant revision is to shift
the ages of terminations 3a and 3b to align with older precession
maxima, which increases the mean of the deglacial forcing maxima
but has no effect on the median. Therefore, the revised ages do not
change the test results, reflecting the test’s overall robustness to timing
errors. The data and code used to generate each of the above results are
available in the Supplementary Information.

The above statistical results can be succinctly illustrated by replacing
the stochastic variable in the alternative hypothesis with its mean value
and initializing ice volume to be 25 units at 21,000 kyr. The resulting
deterministic time-history of glaciation gives a cross-correlation of
0.73 with the negative of the d18O record, which is very high relative
to other simple model fits given the small number of adjustable para-
meters25 (Fig. 3a). The model result reproduces the basic sawtooth
structure of the late-Pleistocene glacial cycles over the past million
years in terms of timing and amplitude, except for terminations 8
and 3b, and illustrates how obliquity, precession and the growth of
ice volume can combine to control late-Pleistocene glacial cycles.
Another implication is that the climate will tend to be driven out
of glaciation sooner when eccentricity—and hence the amplitude of
precession—is larger. Because interglacial values of d18O are less

variable than glacial values, this relationship implies that the amplitude
of the ,100-kyr glacial cycles are smaller when eccentricity is larger,
consistent with the findings reported in ref. 21.

Combined orbital pacing is also consistent with earlier findings that
the intervals between successive deglaciations cluster into 80-kyr or
120-kyr periods4,11, indicative of two or three obliquity cycles.
Precession, with its ,20-kyr period, achieves a maximum during nearly
every interval of above-average obliquity, given the ,40-kyr period of
obliquity, but the reverse does not hold. Therefore, precession will tend
to influence the precise timing of a deglaciation within an obliquity
cycle, but obliquity will more fundamentally govern the interval
between deglaciations. Whether precession also influences the precise
timing of terminations during the early Pleistocene, when deglaciations
occur more nearly every 40 kyr, remains an open question16,17. Perhaps
terminations then occurred nearly every time precession maxima
coincided with above-average values of obliquity; such a scenario can
be obtained by setting the threshold in equation (2) to lower values.

Ice sheets tend to collapse in response to unusually large maxima in
insolation forcing that result from the coincidence of high obliquity
and alignment of perihelion with Northern Hemisphere summer
solstice, consistent with the models hypothesized by Milankovitch1

and others5–10. During these forcing maxima, summer insolation is as
much as 40 W m22 greater at high northern latitudes (Fig. 3b). However,
this consistency is not exclusive of all other orbital contributions to
deglaciation. For instance, when perihelion aligns with the Northern
Hemisphere summer solstice, aphelion occurs during the Southern
Hemisphere summer, causing the length of the Southern Hemisphere
summer to be longer (Fig. 3b) and, possibly, increasing the escape of CO2

from the Southern Ocean into the atmosphere26–29. The climate system is
thoroughly interconnected across temporal and spatial scales, and, just
as neither obliquity nor precession act in isolation, no one region should
be expected to exert exclusive influence upon deglaciation.
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